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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
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II. COURSE SPECIFICS
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March 2012
Broadcast Electronic Media Arts
BCST 124
Digital Audio Production
Sh ·la McFarland, Dana

Lecture: 3 weekly (52.5 total)
Laboratory: 3 weekly (52.5 total)
3
BCST 119 and BCST 120
None
None
Intermediate class provides foundational skills
necessary to be successful in multi-media,
communications, music recording and
entertainment industries.
No
Letter
1

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Introduction to the history, theory and practice of basic digital audio production. This course
prepares the student for advanced study in audio post production, music recording, internet
content and game audio. Overview of industry standard digital audio software and hardware.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Analyze the fundamental changes that have occurred in the recording of digital media,
and describe the history of digital recording from the earliest technologies to current
digital formats.

B. Compare and contrast the functions of commonly used professional audio software.
(examples include Reason, Digital Performer, Logic, ProTools)

C. Apply the theory of digital audio sampling, quantizing, a.nd data compression to digital
audio projects.

D. Diagram the path of signal flow, routing and virtual bussing in the recording, mix-down,
sweetening, and mastering of a music session that includes MIDI.

E. Demonstrate the basic techniques and aesthetics of sound design and editing for a sound
for visual media session.

V. CONTENTS
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A. History of Digital Audio
1. Improvements and limitations in digital recording
2. Development of Pulse Code Modulation audio recording
3. Progression of digital audio technology

a. Tape formats, optical discs, mini-disc, memory media, hard disc media, Internet
file delivery

b. Future delivery formats as they become standardized by the Audio Engineering
Society

B. Digital Audio Theory
1. Binary code
2. Sampling and frequency response
3. Aliasing and Nyquist Theorem
4. Quantization and dynamic range
5. Dither and resolution
6. Other components of the digital audio recording chain: error correction, coding,

modulation
C. Formats and Storage

1. Audio file formats for digital workstations
2. Lossy and lossless data compression formats
3. Consumer disk formats
4. Recording, transmission and playback formats
5. Data storage and playback media
6. Interconnecting digital audio devices

D. Organizing an audio production - Pre-Production
1. Project concept
2. Project proposal
3. Scripting framework layout and data storage management
4. Project plan and schedule
5. Project budgeting

E. Recording the project - Production
1. Location recording vs studio recording
2. Recording sound effects

F. Principals of audio editing - Post production
1. Introduction to editing aesthetics
2. Music transitions
3. Voice transitions
4. Creating and using sound effects.

a. Demonstrate the use of sound as a counterpoint to visuals
b. Understand the subjective nature of sound/semiotic functions of sound.

G. Digital audio tracks
1. Signal flow in the digital audio workspace
2. Various kinds of tracks-music, MIDI, Aux, Sub-mixes

H. Digital audio signal processing and use of the plug-in architecture
1. Audio Processing for Computer Workstations
2. Host-based audio processing, DSP Cards, Integrated sound cards
3. Digital auto-pans and phasing
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4. Time-based processing including digital reverb and delay
5. Digital pitch-shifting and time compression
6. Dynamics processing including compression / limiting effects and gates
7. Mastering
8. Restoration and noise reduction

I. MIDI
1. Sequencing and incorporating electronic instruments
2. Difference between MIDI and digital audio
3. Interfacing a computer to a MIDI system
4. Basic principles of MIDI

J. Completing the audio project
1. Mix-down automation
2. Output formats and release media considerations
3. Presentation and evaluation

K. Survey of potential careers
1. Forensic audio
2. Audio for interactive media
3. Boutique audio companies

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. ASSIGNMENTS:

1. In-class assignments such as:
a. Hands-on lab assignments and tutorials that demonstrate digital audio workstation

operations and workflow.
b. Work in a team to record and mix a soundtrack for visual media project including

dialogue, ADR, sound effects, Foley and music in sync with picture.
c. Work in a team to complete a simple music tracking and mixing project
d. MIDI project.
e. Timed team project that includes roles such as sound effects editor, composer,

dialog editor, project leader.
2. Out-of-class assignments such as:

a. Weekly reading assignments
b. Research Assignments such as:

1. Create written proposal and budget for small digital studio installation.
2. Evaluate the functions of several different digital audio software packages.

c. Hands-on tutorials that demonstrate digital audio operation and workflow
d. Record field sound effects
e. Work in a team to record, sweeten and mix-down a narrative project including

dialog, sound-effects and music.
f. Transfer and upload projects to various distribution formats such as social media

sites, internet file delivery and any future delivery formats.
B. Evaluation

1. Periodic quizzes to assess student understanding of lectures and assigned reading.
2. Individual and group projects that include full use of the digital audio workstation to

assess student skill and mastery in recording, editing and mixing digital audio files.
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3. Practical exams that assess student skill and mastery of the digital audio hardware and
software.

4. A midterm and final exam to assess student understanding of digital audio history and
theory, digital formats and storage, MIDI, sound design, signal processing and
editing, and music tracking and mixing techniques.

C. TEXTBOOK AND OTHER MATERIALS such as:
1. Rumsey, F., and McCormick, Tim. Sound and Recording. Focal Press. 6th ed. 2009.
2. Cook, Frank D. ProTools 101 Official Courseware, Avid Technology Inc. 2009.
3. Collins, Mike. ProTools 9: Music Production, Recording, Editing, and Mixing. Focal

Press. 2011.
4. Computer lab with digital audio workstations with editing software, portable digital

recorders and microphones, and support from Broadcast Media Services technical
staff.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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